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Acronyms:
ARIPO:

African Regional Intellectual Property Organization

BE:

Bachelor of Engineering

BISAG:

Bhaskaracharya Institute for Space Applications and Geo-Informatics

CA:

Chartered Accountant

CEP:

Continuous Education Program

EPO:

European Patent Office

FDP:

Faculty development Programme

GIC:

GTU Innovation Council

GTU:

Gujarat Technological University

GTU-IPFC: GTU Intellectual Property Facilitation Center
IP:

Intellectual Property

IPC:

International Patent Classification

IPO:

Intellectual Property Office

IPR:

Intellectual Property Rights

IPVM:

IP Valuation & Management

M&A:

Merger & Acquisition

MSME:

Micro Small and Medium Enterprises

PC:

Patent Clinic

PCT:

Patent Co-Operation Treaty

PDE:

Patent Drafting Exercise

PGDIPR: Post Graduate Diploma in IPR
PSAR:

Patent Search and Analysis Report

PSM:

Patent Search Methodology

PSTL:

Patent Search & Technology Landscaping

S4:

Student Start-up Support System

SME:

Small and Medium Enterprises

TT:

Technology Transfer

USPTO:

US Patent & Trademark Office

VC:

Vice Chancellor of GTU

WIPO:

World Intellectual Property Organization
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Message from the Desk of Vice Chancellor
Dr. Rajul Gajjar
Vice Chancellor
Gujarat Technological University (GTU),
GTU Chandkheda campus,
Ahmedabad - 382424, Gujarat, India

It gives me immense pleasure to release the IPR Mission Report of GTU. GTU has started working
on its IPR mission since September 2011, wherein the 1 st workshop was organized on the theme of
“Patenting in Pharmaceuticals” for faculty and researchers of Pharmacy branch.
Since then, more than 86 workshops on various themes of “Patenting in Engineering”, “Patenting
in Pharmaceuticals”, “Patent Search Methodology”, “Patent Search and Analysis Report (PSAR)”,
“Patent Clinic”, “Patent Drafting Exercise (PDE)”, “PatenTrack”, “PCT Patent Journal Analysis
Activity and “Patent Search & Technology Landscaping (PSTL)” have been completed. More than
6,500 faculty members and more than 1,19,000 students of Engineering and Pharmacy have been
trained, which makes the largest effort in the country for IPR literacy among faculty and students.
As a result of these workshops, GTU faculty and students have filed 356 patents since 2012.
Moreover, for patent professionals, GTU has started two off campus programs, namely “Post
Graduate Diploma in IPR (PGDIPR)” and “IP Valuation & Management (IPVM)”, which is also first
of its kind by any University in India.
A strong culture has been built at grassroots level across the colleges, which has also significantly
influenced the policy paradigms related to IPR both in the state and at national level.

Dr. Rajul Gajjar
Vice Chancellor, GTU

GTU Intellectual Property Facilitation Center (GTU-IPFC)
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Message from the Desk of Former Vice Chancellor

Dr. Akshai K. Aggarwal
Former Vice Chancellor,
Gujarat Technological University (GTU)

Study of Intellectual Property Rights: An Essential Component of the work at a Technological
University

It was on Saturday, 3rd September 2011 that Gujarat Technological University (GTU) opened a
new chapter in the history of affiliating-type Universities in India. At a lecture theatre of
Ahmedabad Management Association, GTU organized the first workshop on IPR for Faculty
Members and the Resource Person was Dr. Manish Rachchh, who continues to lead the IPR Cell of
GTU.
The first workshop on 3-4 Sept 2011 and the subsequent such workshops, all over the State, were
designed to prepare for May 2012, when GTU’s first cohort of degree engineering students was to
graduate out. The idea was that the students should be able to protect any innovative ideas of
theirs by applying for a patent.
Till 31st May 2016, more than 6,500 Faculty Members have been made aware of the basics of the
patenting process through such workshops. From 1st May 2012 to 31st May 2016, GTU’s office has
been informed about 356 patent applications by GTU’s Faculty Members and students.
In July 2013, GTU started offering Patent Clinics, where the Faculty Members, students and recent
alumni were helped to fill up the application for a preliminary patent. Since then, 25 Patent Clinics
have been organized and more than 1,500 persons have learnt to file the application themselves.
During the academic year 2013-14, every Final Year student was asked to study five patents in the
area, in which he wanted to develop his Final Year project. Only after filing a Patent Search and
Analysis Report (PSAR), was a student permitted to submit the reports of his/ her work on the
project. This process improved the innovation index of the engineering projects. During the last
three academic years, more than 1,19,000 students have files the PSARs.
During the second semester of 2013-14, every student was asked to prepare a Patent Drafting
Exercise (PDE) for his/ her project and to make it an essential part of the Report on the Project.
This made it easy for the students to file the patent on their work, immediately after their Final
Examination, before the group of students, working on the project, start working in different
organizations, located all over India or the world.
GTU Intellectual Property Facilitation Center (GTU-IPFC)
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An off-campus Certificate Course on IP Basics (Post Graduate Diploma in IPR) was started in
September 2014 and an IP Valuation and Management Course was started in February 2016.
Universities are the hubs for research and development and Intellectual Property of its
researchers, students and Faculty Members is required to be protected. In every university of the
developed world, the Office of the Vice-President for Research works in the areas of IPR and
encouragement of Start-ups in new areas of technology. GTU is the only affiliating –type
University, which has set up the IPR Cell and has extensive activities in entrepreneurship under
GTU Innovation Council.
The facilities of GTU’s IPR Cell have been made available to even those, who belong to other
universities, if they choose to come to GTU. Moreover the IP Cell at GTU has been attempting to
involve all possible stakeholders/subject matter experts/specialized institutes/individuals in
Gujarat in its activities.
GTU had prepared plans to develop a full-fledged IPR Facilitation Center, which would study and
conduct research in IPR and which would ensure that the requirements of the Indian researchers
and industries are taken into account when the national or international policies in IPR are framed.
Such a Center should be able to contribute to the development of the field. It may be expected
that GTU will continue to provide facilities for its Faculty Members and researchers to develop
their research and development work in IPR in different dimensions so that they may grow into
renowned experts in the world of IPR.

All of us at GTU may take pride in the work of GTU’s IPR Cell, since this work is, by far, the best in
our nation.

Dr. Akshai Aggarwal
(Former Vice-Chancellor, GTU)

GTU Intellectual Property Facilitation Center (GTU-IPFC)
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1. GTU Intellectual Property Facilitation Center (GTU-IPFC)
Preamble:
GTU IPR Cell was constituted under the aegies of GTU Innovation Council (GIC) since 3rd
September 2011. Since then it is one of the most dynamic cell of GTU and conducting various FDP
and student facilitation programme. Now to fasten the innovation at GTU and catalyse move from
research to revenue, GTU IPR cell had re-constituted its name as GTU-IPFC (GTU-Intellectual
Property Facilitation Centre). All the credits earned by GTU IPR cell will by carry forward to this
GTU IPFC.
Objective:
“To hasten innovation at GTU and catalyse move from Research to Revenue”
Functions:
1. To conduct awareness seminar/workshop and training program on “Patents and IPR” for
faculty and students of GTU on regular basis round the year.
2. To prepare GTU IPR Policy and make amendments on timely basis.
3. To provide technical assistance to faculty and or students to carry out “Patent Search” of
their requested field round the clock.
4. To provide techno-legal assistance to faculty and or students to draft their patents and also
filing of the patents.
5. To provide assistance for “Technology Transfer” to faculty and or students, who have
patents in their name and would like to commercialize it.
6. To establish liaison with state level and central level patent assistance cell to provide
different services at minimal charges.
7. To establish liaison with Government and private Venture capital organization for effective
sale out of patented invention.
8. To establish liaison with Institute of IPR having International standard to provide
“Continuous Education Program (CEP)” for all stake holders of the GTU.
9. To do study of different patent regime of various developed countries and prepare policy
documents and send recommendation to the State and Central Government.
10. To establish liaison with WIPO, IPO and other Gov. Patent Offices for spreading awareness
about key changes happening at various level to stakeholders.
11. Establish Institute IP Cell (IIC) at each affiliated Engineering and Pharmacy colleges of GTU,
wherein faculty and students from respective institute will be involved as a member and
will propagate message of GTU-IPFC at local level.
Services to be offered:
1. Patent Awareness
2. Patent Search
GTU Intellectual Property Facilitation Center (GTU-IPFC)
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3. Patent Drafting
4. Patent Filing
5. Technology Transfer
Stake holders of GTU-IPFC:
1. Faculty and students of GTU
2. Self-finance/Semi Government/Government institutes (Pharmacy, Engineering and
Technology institutes affiliated with GTU)
3. SME/MSME of Gujarat state
Likely benefit of GTU-IPFC:
1. It will provide perfect ecosystem to foster innovation in different technology sectors.
2. It will provide recognition to the individual, institute and University as a whole to highlight
in the world map in terms of Research & Development.
3. It will provide the balanced system for revenue generation for inventor, institute and
University.
4. It will also narrow down the gap between “Industry & Academia”.
5. By and large, it will boost up the growth of country in the arena of “Knowledge based
Economy”.
Offices of GTU-IPFC:
GTU-IPFC will be having head office at GTU, Chandkheda campus and will possess nodal office at
GTU, ACPC Campus.

GTU Intellectual Property Facilitation Center (GTU-IPFC)
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2. Summary of IPR activities and initiatives taken at GTU
Gujarat Technological University (GTU) is a state wide university started from since 2007. There
are more than 530 esteemed engineering, pharmacy, and management colleges affiliated with
GTU.
Under the visionary leadership of Honb. Dr. Akshai K. Aggarwal, Former Vice chancellor - GTU, GTU
Innovation Council (GIC) had started its mission for IP literacy for faculty and students since from
September 2011. Till today GIC had organised 76 workshops for faculty and students, based on
various themes viz. “Patenting in Engineering”, “Patenting in Pharmaceuticals”, “Patent Search
Methodology”, “Patent Search and Analysis Report (PSAR)”, “Patent Clinic”, “Patent Drafting
Exercise (PDE)”, “PatenTrack”, “PCT Patent Journal Analysis Activity”, “Patent Search & Technology
Landscaping (PSTL)” etc. For all these, an eminent support from highly motivated and learned
expert from industry, academia and government organisations has been received continuously.
GTU has followed the path of faculty training, and there by huge efforts has been made to train
faculty on different aspects of IPR. These trained faculty transforms the learned knowledge to
fellow colleagues and students at their respective colleges.








By all such workshops and seminar at present GTU has a very large pool of nearly 6500
trained faculty, who have been trained and made aware about the basics of IPR/Patents
in particular and also for the basics of patent search methodologies.
Due to these efforts, till today more than 356 provisional and complete Patent
applications have been filed by students and faculty of GTU affiliated colleges.
Under PSAR activity, more than 1,19,000students have studied and prepared more than
6,03,000 patent search and analysis reports and these have been uploaded on the website by studying equal number of patents during the three academic year 2013-14&
2015-16.
Under PDE activity, more than 28,000 provisional patent documents have been drafted
as learning exercise by students in two academic years 2013-14 & 2014-15.
GTU has started very unique kind of Post Graduate Diploma in Patent’s Law (PGDIPR)
and six months certificate course on IP valuation & Management (IPVM).

List of IPR events and number of participating beneficiaries are mentioned in below table and
graph:
Sr.
No.

1

Type of new IPR initiative started
by GTU
Basics of IPR, Patenting in
Pharmaceuticals & Patenting in
Engineering

Month-Year of
Starting

Total Events
till August
2016

No. of
faculty/
students
trained

September 2011

13

1975

GTU Intellectual Property Facilitation Center (GTU-IPFC)
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Sr.
No.

Type of new IPR initiative started
by GTU

Month-Year of
Starting

Total Events
till August
2016

No. of
faculty/
students
trained

2

Patent Search Methodology (PSM)

July 2012

12

1915

3

Patent Clinic (PC)

July 2013

25

1543

4

Patent Search and Analysis Report
(PSAR)

September 2013

07

646

5

Patent Drafting Exercise (PDE)

February 2014

08

750

6

PatenTrack

April 2014

03

150

7

PCT Patent Journal Analysis
Activity

July 2014

02

80

8

Post Graduate Diploma in IPR
(PGDIPR) (One Year Off Campus
Course)

September 2014&
September 2015

02

50

9

Patent Search & Technology
Landscaping (PSTL)

June 2015

02

130

10

Industrial Design Protection &
Registration (IDPR)

July 2015

01

60

11

Certificate course of IP Valuation &
Management (IPMV)

Feb 2016

01

27

76

7326

TOTAL

List of IPR Events at GTU
25

25
20
15
10

9
5

12
7

5

10

8
2

3

4

0

GTU Intellectual Property Facilitation Center (GTU-IPFC)
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Number of participants engaged in various IP
events at GTU
20%

Basics of IPR

8%

Patenting in Pharmaceutical & Engineering

13%

Patent Search methodology

7%
2%
1%
8%

20%
7%

Patent Clinic
Patent Search & Analysis Report (PSAR) workshop
Patent Drafting Exercise (PDE)

14%

Patent Search and technology landscaping (PSTL)
PatenTrack
Other
Video Sessions

Such an effort has never been made before by any university anywhere in India.
Such impactful results have been achieved with no major support from any Innovation promotion
systems in the country. So if strategic partnership is made by all innovation promotion
stakeholders on one common platform great impact on our education pattern can be made by
such impacting initiatives.

GTU Intellectual Property Facilitation Center (GTU-IPFC)
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3. IPR ACTIVITIES AT GTU
3.1 Awareness programmes on Patenting in Engineering, Patenting in Pharmaceuticals
and Patent Search Methodology
These are the basic workshops which GTU Innovation Council (GIC) had organised for various
branches of technical education since from beginning to make faculty and students familiar with
the kind of IPR, basics of patent and introduction to patent search techniques.
GIC has started its IP Mission from September 2011. In this connection, first two days’ workshop
was conducted on 3rd & 4th September 2011, on the theme of “Patenting in Pharmaceuticals” at
Ahmedabad Management Association, Ahmedabad, wherein 140 Pharmacy faculty members have
participated. Similar workshops on “Patenting in Engineering” were also organised at
Ahmedabad, Rajkot, Vadodara, Mehsana and Surat.
After initial workshops on basics of IPR, advanced workshop on “Patent Search & Drafting of
Provisional Application” and “Filing of Provisional Patent Application” were organized for faculty
members. Simultaneously half-day awareness workshops were also conducted for students at
Ahmedabad, Surat, Anand, Vadodara and Rajkot.
The objectives for conducting such workshops is to:





To highlight recent trends and advances in the field of patenting in pharmaceuticals and
engineering.
To familiarize the participants with the concepts of patent and patenting in India, U.S. and
U.K.
To give hands-on-training of patent searching using free and paid patent databases and to
patent drafting and filing procedures.
To provide an overview of how to select research topic so that it can be patentable and
later on generate revenue.

During these workshops the sessions on following topics were given by experts to
participating faculty and students:











IPR – An Overview
Patent Perspective in Pharmaceuticals and Engineering
Types of Patenting and subject matter
Patent & Indian Generic Pharmaceuticals
Drafting of Patents with example
Claim Drafting
Patent Search Methodology
Patent Search & Patent Landscaping
Patent Search using paid patent database
Patent Filling Procedure in India

GTU Intellectual Property Facilitation Center (GTU-IPFC)
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How to generate Revenue from Patent?

Outcome of awareness programmes:
Via these workshops nearly 1900 faculty and about 2500 students had been trained on various
aspects of Intellectual property rights. So large pool of IP trained faculty and students is generated
via these interventions.
List of IPR events in GTU on themes of Basics of IPR, Patenting in Pharmaceuticals & Engineering
& Patent Search Methodology
BASICS OF IPR
Sr.
No.

Theme

Date

No. of
Participants

1

Basics of IPR

VVP Engineering College, Rajkot

8th January 2012

180

2

Basics of IPR

Parul Institute of Technology,
Waghodia, Baroda

22nd January 2012

150

3

Basics of IPR

BVM College of Engineering, VV
Nagar

4th February 2012

250

4

Basics of IPR

ADIT, VV Nagar

4th February 2012

100

5

Basics of IPR

Bhai Kaka Hall, Ahmedabad

5th February 2012

80

Venue

PATENTING IN PHARMACEUTICALS & ENGINEERING
Sr.
No.

Theme

Venue

Date

No. of
Participants

1

Patenting in
Pharmaceuticals

AMA, Ahmedabad

3rd & 4th
September 2011

135

2

Patenting in Engineering

Science City, Ahmedabad

24th & 25th
September 2011

110

3

Patenting in Engineering

VVP Engineering College,
Rajkot

7th & 8th
January 2012

100

4

Patenting in Engineering

Parul Institute of
Technology, Wadhodia,
Baroda

21st & 22nd
January 2012

290

5

Patenting in Engineering

Sankalchand Patel College
of Engineering, Visnagar

11th & 12th
February 2012

125

GTU Intellectual Property Facilitation Center (GTU-IPFC)
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Sr.
No.

Theme

Venue

Date

No. of
Participants

6

Patenting in Engineering

Bhagwan Mahavir College
of Engineering, Surat

3rd & 4th
March 2012

120

LJ College of Engineering,
Ahmedabad

27th & 28th
April 2012

140

LJ College of Engineering,
Ahmedabad

26th
June 2012

75

14th & 15th
September 2013

120

7

8

9

Advanced workshop of
Patent Drafting and
Filing
One day workshop on
Patent Drafting & Filing
of Provisional Patent
application
Patenting in
Pharmaceuticals

GTU, Gandhinagar
Campus

PATENT SEARCH METHODOLOGY
Sr.
No.

Theme

1

Patent Search Methodology

2

Patent Search Methodology

3

Patent Search Methodology

4

Patent Search Methodology

5

Patent Search Methodology

6

Patent Search Methodology

7

Patent Search Methodology

8

Patent Search Methodology

9

Patent Search Methodology

10

Patent Search Methodology

11

Patent Search Methodology

12

Patent Search Methodology

Date

No. of
Participants

21st July 2012

225

27th July 2012

100

8th September 2012

120

22nd September 2012

120

23rd September 2012

100

29th September 2012

150

SVMIT, Bharuch

6th October 2012

135

SVNIT, Surat

7th October 2012

125

20th October 2012

190

28th October 2012

350

3rd November 2012

155

16th February 2013

145

Venue
VVP Engineering
College, Rajkot
Marwadi Institute of
Technology, Rajkot
VGEC, Ahmedabad
CU Shah Engineering
College, Wadhvan
Atmiya Institute of
Engineering, Rajkot
L.C. Institute of
Technology, Bhandu,
Mehsana

Babaria Institute of
Technology, Baroda
Parul Institute of
Technology,
Wadhodia, Baroda
N. G. Patel
Polytechnic Campus,
Bardoli
L. D. College of
Engineering,
Ahmedabad

GTU Intellectual Property Facilitation Center (GTU-IPFC)
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3.2 Patent Search & Analysis Report (PSAR) generation activity
To increase awareness about IPR/Patents and to promote innovative projects done by students
each year, GTU Innovation Council (GIC) has launched Online Project Tracking system and Patent
Search & Analysis Report (PSAR) generation activity for final year BE students in September 2013.
The objective of PSAR activity is to increase awareness regarding patents among students and
faculty by making them familiar with patent websites & patent documents. In this activity each
student of 7th semester BE was asked to study at least five patents related to his/her project or
related to his/her area of interest and have to prepare Patent Search and Analysis Report (PSAR)
on studied patents via specially developed web portal by GTU: http://projects.gtu.ac.in/
GTU has started this activity with the motive that, if students made aware about existing
developments in their respective areas than they will think of further modification and
improvements in the existing available technologies. Patents are reach source of vast
information’s and it covers such information’s which are novel and dose not available in any
source form before. So if our students are made familiar with those patent databases, patent
documents and patenting system through different Patent database websites, then their
awareness about IPR/Patents will be raised. Their level of awareness for the latest modification
and advancement in all technological areas will be raised to a significant level and improvement
scope for innovative projects at our colleges will raise.
GTU have developed a brief guideline, supportive guiding documents, recorded video lectures
through BISAG and uploaded on YouTube to support this activity. And these were shared with all
faculty and students.
As PSAR was introduced for the first time by GTU, So GIC had organized various sessions of Faculty
Development Programme (FDP) on "Training of Trainers on Patent Searching & Analysis Report
(PSAR) Generation" at various places such as Ahmedabad, Anand, Rajkot and Surat.
All the faculty members were guided in detail about Patents, PSAR activities and Online Project
Tracking system. All participating faculty members had also participated in Hands-on-Exercise to
generate PSAR (Practical Training). By attending such FDP programme faculty can guide their
students on how to study patents, what are the questions they have to answer and from where
they can get information to generate PSAR online. All faculty members have highly appreciated
the online project tracking system and Patent Search and Analysis Report (PSAR) generation
activity initiated by GTU.
After these FDP workshops, GTU had asked to all trained faculties to organize similar training
seminar for all final year BE students of their respective colleges, to guide students on online
project tracking system and how to do PSAR generation activity. GTU had asked all colleges to
send brief report for conducting and organising such seminars for students. GTU has received
more than forty reports from different colleges in 2013, GTU had complied reports of three or four
colleges in one report and published eleven such reports on GTU web for appreciating the active
involvement and implementation of newer initiatives by colleges.

GTU Intellectual Property Facilitation Center (GTU-IPFC)
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More than 650 faculty members from more than 85 GTU affiliated engineering colleges had taken
part in these FDP workshops.
GTU has added facility of PSAR review by faculty to find out its outcome and to check the potential
improvement ideas given by all students, and planning to take such potential ideas further for
innovative project and product build up in next academic years.
PSAR for M. Pharm Students:
After introduction of PSAR for BE (semester VII) students, In January 2014 GTU has introduced
PSAR as a compulsory component to all M. Pharm (semester IV) students and provided detailed
guideline about how to prepare PSAR report.
Before introducing PSAR as a part of syllabus, to make faculty of pharmacy aware about PSAR
exercise, GTU has conducted two one day workshop on “PSAR for Pharmacy” where by more than
110 PG faculty members of Pharmacy have been trained for PSAR exercise.
Outcome of PSAR activity:





By this activity more than 35000 students have studied more than 1,70,000 patents in a
period of four months, in first academic year 2013-14.
As of today, under PSAR activity, more than 1,19,000 students have studied and prepared
more than 6.03 lakh patent search and analysis reports during the three academic year
2013-14 to 2015-16.
Kerala Technological University has adopted the initiatives of PSAR & PDE into their
curriculum. The details are available at:
https://ktu.edu.in/data/KTU%20Startup%20policy%203%20(2).pdf (Page No 8)

GTU Guideline for PSAR: http://files.gtu.ac.in/circulars/16JUL/14072016.pdf (Page No 32-37)
Key reports related to PSAR activity:
GTU has analysed the data of submitted PSAR reports by all students and published in form of
comparative reports to represent the performance of all colleges in PSAR activity.





GTU has received nearly 1.5 lakhs patent search and analysis reports from the final year
students from August 2013 to 31st October 2013:
http://gtu.ac.in/circulars/13Oct/01112013_01.pdf
Report on branch wise ranking for PSAR activity by various colleges is available at:
http://www.gtu.ac.in/circulars/13Nov/22112013.pdf
PSAR Activity Report, Academic Year 2014-15 (For final year B.E.)
http://gtu.ac.in/circulars/15feb/19022015_01.pdf

GTU Intellectual Property Facilitation Center (GTU-IPFC)
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List of workshops on Patent Search & Analysis Report (PSAR) generation activity and number of
participating faculty.

Sr.
No.

Theme

Venue

Date

No. of
Participants

1

Patent Search & Analysis
Report Generation
(1st PSAR workshop)

L. D. College of
Engineering,
Ahmedabad

7th September
2013

145

2

Patent Search & Analysis
Report Generation
(2nd PSAR workshop)

L. D. College of
Engineering,
Ahmedabad

21st September
2013

85

3

Patent Search & Analysis
Report Generation
(3rd PSAR workshop)

MBICT,
New VV Nagar,

28th September
2013

83

4

Patent Search & Analysis
Report Generation
(4th PSAR workshop)

Atmiya Institute of
Technology, Rajkot

5th October
2013

116

5

Patent Search & Analysis
Report Generation
(5th PSAR workshop)

SCET, Surat

19th October
2013

101

6

Patent Search & Analysis
Report Generation
(For Pharmacy Teachers only)

GTU, Gandhinagar
Campus

26th October
2013

41

7

Patent Search & Analysis
Report Generation
(For Pharmacy Teachers only)

GTU, Gandhinagar
Campus

28th December
2013

75

GTU Intellectual Property Facilitation Center (GTU-IPFC)
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3.3 Patent Drafting Exercise (PDE)
To keep the Intellectual Property (IP) awareness motion live, GTU has further introduced the
Patent Drafting Exercise (PDE) during B.E. semester VIII in April 2014. GTU aims to teach and train
all faculty and students about formal patent filing procedure in India.
In this activity every student has to assume that his/her project is innovative and patentable, and if
he/she wishes to file a provisional patent for it what necessary documents they need to prepare
(forms 1, 2 & 3) and the procedure associated with it to be followed. This activity is to be done by
all project team members combinely. This activity was also carried out via specially developed web
portal by GTU: http://projects.gtu.ac.in/
To support this activity GTU has organized several Faculty Development Programmes (FDP) to train
faculty from all affiliated engineering colleges who have a basic knowledge about patents or who
have participated in earlier FDP series on IPR workshops. Where in all faculties will be trained
about this initiative and all necessary information will be shared with them. All such trained faculty
are supposed to help final year BE students at their respective colleges, to train final year students
about the PDE. Till July 2015 GTU Innovation Council (GIC) had organized eight sessions of FDPs on
PDE.
After these FDP workshops, GTU had asked to all trained faculty for organizing similar training
seminar for all final year BE students of their respective colleges, to guide students about patent
drafting related to their projects. GTU had asked all colleges to send report for conducting and
organising such seminars for students at their colleges. And GTU has received more than forty five
reports from different colleges. GTU had complied reports of three or four colleges in one report
and published nine reports on GTU web for appreciating the active involvement and
implementation of newer initiatives by colleges.
Initially via PSAR activity, the awareness about patents, patent websites, patent search techniques
and patent documents had been raised. Whereas via PDE activity the awareness about patent
filing forms, flow and requirements are learned by students and faculty. Due to PSAR and PDE
activity the awareness and literacy for IPR/Patents among all students and faculty was raised to a
very significant level.
Outcome of PDE activity:
Via PDE activity, more than 42,000 provisional patent documents have been drafted as learning
exercise by students in three academic years 2013-14 to 2015-16.
GTU guideline related to Patent Drafting Exercise (PDE) is available at:
http://files.gtu.ac.in/circulars/16JUL/14072016.pdf (Page No 40-41)

GTU Intellectual Property Facilitation Center (GTU-IPFC)
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List of workshops on Patent Drafting Exercise (PDE) and number of participating faculty.

Sr.
No.

Theme

Venue

Date

No. of
Participants

1

Patent Drafting Exercise
workshop (1st PDE)

GTU, Chandkheda
Campus

15th February 2014

110

2

Patent Drafting Exercise
workshop (2nd PDE)

GTU, Chandkheda
Campus

8th March 2014

90

3

Patent Drafting Exercise
workshop (3rd PDE)

Atmiya Institute of
Technology, Rajkot

22nd March 2014

110

4

Patent Drafting Exercise
workshop (4th PDE)

Parul Institute of
Technology, Waghodia

29th March 2014

120

5

Patent Drafting Exercise
workshop (5th PDE)

BVM, VV Nagar

5th April 2014

120

6

Patent Drafting Exercise
workshop (6th PDE)

SCET, Surat

12th April 2014

110

7

Patent Drafting Exercise
workshop (7th PDE)

GTU, Chandkheda
Campus

07th March 2015

60

8

Patent Drafting Exercise
workshop (8th PDE)

GTU, Chandkheda
Campus

21th March 2015

30

GTU Intellectual Property Facilitation Center (GTU-IPFC)
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3.4 Patent Clinics
After creating awareness about basics of IPR and patents, to assist the students and faculty from
any branch of science or technology to decide whether their projects are patentable or not and if
patentable then how to draft and file the provisional patent, GTU has further started series of two
days’ workshop on “Patent Search, Drafting and Filing” commonly coined as “Patent Clinic”.
Patent Clinic is another unique initiative started by GTU Innovation Council (GIC) to provide all
possible assistance to students and faculty members from any branch of science or technology, to
file patent for his/her innovative work or project.
Patent Clinic is a two days’ workshop in which GIC organises seminars and workshops on Basics of
IPR/Patents, Patent Prior Art Search Techniques and its importance, Patenting System in India,
Patent filing requirements, fees associated with it, time line to be followed, Hands on exercise to
draft patents is carried out.
The whole value chain of patent search for novelty checking of any project is carried out using free
and paid patent databases. GTU has also subscribed for paid patent database access. The access to
paid databases for students and faculty participant is provided to facilitate the programme. Patent
drafting is covered during a span of two days along with practical sessions. The whole program is
absolutely free for students and faculty members of GTU.
Till August-2016 twenty five (25) sessions of such patent clinic were organised. GTU also invites
the industry experts to take part during these workshops, who are helping fellow participants to
file a patent application related to their innovative work. GTU is providing all these support free of
cost to all the participants.
During these twenty five patent clinic program, more than 1500 faculty and students of
engineering and pharmacy have participated and more than 80 provisional and complete patents
have been filed by participated faculty & students.
Via all these initiatives of IP awareness and programmes to support patent filing, till today more
than 356 provisional and complete patent applications have been filled by students and faculty
from GTU affiliated colleges.
A detailed list of patents filled by all these faculty and students holders is also available at:
http://gtu.ac.in/ColCorner/Patents%20Summary.pdf
Few sample circulars related to patent clinic programme are available at:
http://files.gtu.ac.in/circulars/16May/16052016_15.pdf
http://gtu.ac.in/circulars/15May/15042015_Brochure.pdf
http://gtu.ac.in/circulars/15May/15052015_Circular.pdf
http://files.gtu.ac.in/circulars/15SEP/03092015_03_C.pdf
http://files.gtu.ac.in/circulars/15SEP/03092015_03_B.pdf
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Few sample report on patent clinic programme are available at:
http://gtu.ac.in/circulars/15Jul/03062015_03.pdf
http://files.gtu.ac.in/circulars/15Oct/15102015_03.pdf
http://files.gtu.ac.in/circulars/15Nov/21112015_01.pdf

List of workshops on Patent Clinic and number of participating students and faculty.
Sr.
No.

Theme

Venue

Date

No. of
Participants

1

Patent Search, Drafting &
Filing (1stPatent Clinic)

GTU ACPC Campus,
Ahmedabad

28th & 29th
July 2013

35

2

Patent Search, Drafting &
Filing (2ndPatent Clinic)

GTU ACPC Campus,
Ahmedabad

18th & 19th
August 2013

25

3

Patent Search, Drafting &
Filing (3rdPatent Clinic)

GTU ACPC Campus,
Ahmedabad

17th & 18th
October 2013

20

4

Patent Search, Drafting &
Filing (4thPatent Clinic)

GTU, Gandhinagar
Campus

30th & 31st
October 2013

50

5

Patent Search, Drafting &
Filing (5thPatent Clinic)

GTU ACPC Campus,
Ahmedabad

26th & 27th
December 2013

45

6

Patent Search, Drafting &
Filing (6thPatent Clinic)

GTU ACPC Campus,
Ahmedabad

31st January & 1st
February 2014

50

7

Patent Search, Drafting &
Filing (7thPatent Clinic)

GTU ACPC Campus,
Ahmedabad

12th to 14th
June 2014

80

8

Patent Search, Drafting &
Filing (8thPatent Clinic)

GTU ACPC Campus,
Ahmedabad

26th to 28th
June 2014

65

9

Patent Search, Drafting &
Filing (9thPatent Clinic)

GTU, Chandkheda

19th & 20th
September 2014

95

10

Patent Search, Drafting &
Filing (10thPatent Clinic)

GTU, Chandkheda

5th & 6th
December 2014

60

11

Patent Search, Drafting &
Filing (11thPatent Clinic)

GTU, Chandkheda

31stJan & 1st
February 2015

130

12

Patent Search, Drafting &
Filing (12thPatent Clinic)

GTU, Chandkheda

3th & 4th
April 2015

45

13

13thPatent Clinic

GTU, Chandkheda

5th & 6th
June, 2015

60

14

14thPatent Clinic

GTU, Chandkheda

11th & 12th
June, 2015

48
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Sr.
No.

Theme

Venue

Date

No. of
Participants

15

15thPatent Clinic

GTU, Chandkheda

19th & 20th
June, 2015

50

16

16thPatent Clinic

GTU ACPC campus

25th & 26th
June, 2015

100

17

17thPatent Clinic

GTU, Chandkheda

31st July & 1st
August, 2015

43

18

18thPatent Clinic

GTU, Chandkheda

21th & 22th
August, 2015

45

19

19thPatent Clinic

GTU, Chandkheda

11th & 12th
September, 2015

40

20

20thPatent Clinic

GTU, Chandkheda

18th & 19th
September, 2015

130

21

21th Patent Clinic

GTU, Chandkheda

23rd & 24th
January, 2016

52

22

22ndPpatent Clinic

GTU, Chandkheda

03rd & 04th
June, 2016

71

23

23rd patent clinic

LD Engineering
College campus,
Ahmedabad

09th & 10th
June 2016

51

24

24th patent clinic

GTU, Chandkheda

17th & 18th
June 2016

30

25

25th

LD Engineering
College campus,
Ahmedabad

23rd & 24th
June 2016

71

patent clinic
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3.5 P. G. Diploma in IPR (PGDIPR)
Further, to increase the skilled human resources that are not only technically sound but also
having in-depth knowledge of IPR and patents, GTU had launched a one year, off-campus
programme on “Post Graduate Diploma in IPR” from September 2014.
GTU is the first technological university in India who is offering such course.
After 3 years of IPR movement since from September 2011 to September 2014, GTU launched a
one year "Post Graduate Diploma in IPR", which is Off Campus Program, so that students and
faculty may opt for this program simultaneously with their ongoing study/job, which will do value
addition in their professional career.
The course briefly includes content on following topics: Understanding of Intellectual Property
Rights, an Overview of the IPR Regime, Legislations and Salient Features of Patent, Definition and
Content of Indian Patent System, Patent Search, Patent Drafting, Patent Filing Procedure in India,
Patent Prosecution in India, Enforcement of Patents, Infringement of Patents, International Patent
Systems, International Treaties for Patent, Multilateral Agreements, Preparation of Indian Patent
Agent Exam.
GTU is organising two days contact class in every month. Generally for the classes of this
programme, GTU plans sessions on Saturday and Sundays and that is also preferably on second or
forth Saturday-Sundays, so that enrolled candidates can attend the contact classes without
disturbing their job or routine study.
Objectives of the course:








To increase skilled man power in the field of IPR and Patents.
Students/faculty can take up this program along with their parallel study/work as a skill
development program.
There is big demand of technocrats, who possess knowledge of IPR and Patents in research
based pharmaceutical and engineering industry, so this program will increase employability
of our students.
After thorough training of this course, students can start their own consultancy firm in the
field of IPR and Patents. So students can become entrepreneur after going through this
program.
Such programmes will help to bridge the gap between Indian and Chinese figure of patents
filing per year.

Unique features of this course:






Off campus Program (Candidates can take up this course with his/her ongoing study or job)
120 hours of contact classes (This is highest among all similar kind of program)
Chinese Patent System (This is 1st time offered by any institute in India)
ARIPO Patent System (This is 1st time offered by any institute in India)
Case study based learning (Each module is supplemented with case study)

GTU Intellectual Property Facilitation Center (GTU-IPFC)
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Indian Patent Agent Exam Module (This is offered with PG Diploma course 1st time by any
institute in India)
Faculty from GTU, reputed law firms, IPR cells of Industry, Patent Officers and Foreign
Experts will conduct the contact classes (This is to get diversified pull of expertise)

The detailed circular for the launch of this programme is available at:
http://gtu.ac.in/circulars/14Aug/04082014_02.pdf

First batch had completed their course in August 2015, which received a huge response from
participants. And second batch has commenced from September 2015.
http://files.gtu.ac.in/circulars/15Jul/27072015_03.pdf

You may find more details about the course at: http://gtuipr.gtu.ac.in/frmPGDIPR.aspx
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3.6 IP Valuation & Management (IPVM) Course
Intellectual property right (IPR) and in particular Patent is playing a key role in the current
knowledge based economy of any country. Changes in the global economic environment and
development of information technology have influenced the development of innovative business
models, like Merger & Acquisition (M&A), Business tie ups, Brand equitation, Outsourcing of
technology, Licensing of technology, E-commerce and like. In all these newer business models, it is
very important to quantify the intangible assets owned by the company entering into such type of
new business models.
Henceforth it is important for all Directors, Strategic managers, Charted accountants (CA),
Business Development Executives, Financial institution officers (Bank officers), Private consultants,
Technology transfer officials, Angle investors, Venture Capitalists, Manager of Start-up Incubators,
Government officials dealing with industrial promotional activities to understand about different
forms of Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) like Patent, Design, Trademark, Copyright etc. and to
understand how to do valuation of intangible assets protected by means of different forms of IPR.
This will help them to enter into innovative business models as mentioned above.
Further, to increase the skilled human resource that are not only technically sound, and aware
about patents and other forms of IPR but also having in-depth knowledge of IP valuation and
management, GTU has started six months certification course on “IP valuation and management”
course from February 2016
GTU is organising two days contact class in every month, in physical class and online mode.
Generally for the classes of this programme, GTU plans sessions on Saturday and Sundays and that
is also preferably on second or forth Saturday-Sundays, so that enrolled candidates can attend the
contact classes without disturbing their job or routine study.
Circular: http://gtuipr.gtu.ac.in/Circular/14122015_02.pdf
Overview of the Course










Overview about intangible assets and their protection
Indian and International Patent system
Qualitative and Quantitative characteristics of the IP.
Valuation Basics
IP Valuation Methods and Approaches
Earnings capacity and profitability relating to the IP.
Product life cycles and positioning.
IP Portfolio & its management
Intellectual Property and Commercialization
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Unique Features of This Course







Off campus and online mode Program (Candidates can take up this course with his/ her
ongoing study or job)
72 hours of contact classes (This is highest among all such kind of program)
IP valuation and Management combine programme (This is 1st time offered comprehensive
programme)
Video recorded session will be available to revision purpose
Case study based learning (Each module will be supplemented with case study)
Faculty from GTU, reputed law firms, IPR/TT cells of Industry, Patent Officers, reputed and
Foreign Experts will conduct the contact classes (This is to get diversified pull of expertise)

The programme is running in online and offline (physical class) mode.

You may find more details about the course at: http://gtuipr.gtu.ac.in/frmIPValManage.aspx
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3.7 PatenTrack
To promote innovative culture among students in a fun learning way, GIC had started series of
PatenTrack competition with an objective to make the patent search fun learning process among
students. The key objectives of PatenTrack competition is to spread the awareness about
importance of patents, to make students aware about patent holdings of various giant innovative
companies, to learn about the original innovator of the basic inventions, to develop a positive
attitude of students for the patent search, to inspire students for doing innovative projects and to
develop a competitive mind-set with analytical and presentation skills. GIC is inviting the young
bright minds from various colleges who are interested towards innovations and patents to create a
healthy atmosphere for activities associated with this workshop. On starting of the workshop, a
brief about patent databases, search strategies, search fields, Patent classification system is to be
explained to all participants.
PatenTrack is a two days competition, where in patent search by students will be carried out for
the assigned portfolio of innovative companies or the assigned technologies. Students are doing
research on patent portfolios via various online tools. They are using various free patent databases
like – PatentScope by WIPO, Espacenet by EPO, USPTO Patent database, Indian Patent Office
patent database, Google Patent’s Database, Free patents online database etc. The access to paid
database is also provided to the participants during this workshop.
At the end of competition group discussion among participants on current IPR topics &
presentation of analysed patents by each group for the studied patents were made, and certificate
awarding to the best performing group is made.
In first session of PatenTrack, competition among IT and computer stream students is organised.
This competition will consists of patent search by students for given companies like Google,
Microsoft, Apple, Samsung, IBM, Intel, Nokia and Facebook.
GIC had got a very good response for organizing such an innovative kind of workshop for the
students to promote patent leanings for all students. GIC is further planning to conduct same kind
of workshop for other branches of engineering, pharmacy and technology.
GTU had also organized a National Level competition of PatenTrack-2014, a two days competition
for the students and faculty who have filed either their provisional or complete patent application
with Indian Patent office. This competition will consist of poster presentation by participated
candidates, who will be judged by panel of experts from respective domains. GTU had invited the
young bright minds, who have filed their patent, studying or working with various colleges of
Engineering and Pharmacy across the country to participate in this said event.
The circular for the declaration of this event was available at:
http://www.gtu.ac.in/circulars/14Apr/BrochureforPatenTrack.pdf
http://www.gtu.ac.in/circulars/14Aug/14082014_07.pdf
http://files.gtu.ac.in/circulars/15Oct/23102015_01.pdf
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Report for this event was available at:
http://files.gtu.ac.in/circulars/15Nov/26112015_02.pdf
http://files.gtu.ac.in/circulars/15Nov/26112015_03.pdf
http://files.gtu.ac.in/circulars/15Nov/23112015_04.pdf
A short add film about PatenTrack competition is available at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F0KWJTKA0OI

List of workshops on PatenTrack and number of participating students and faculty.

Sr. No.

Theme

Venue

Date

No. of
Participants

1

Two days National Level
Competition on patents namely
PATENTRACK -2014

GTU ACPC
Campus

5th& 6th
September 2014

50

2

Pre - Workshop for PatenTrack
2015

GTU ACPC
Campus

7th
August 2015

40

3

PatenTrack-2015

GTU,
Chandkheda

6th November
2015, Friday

60
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3.8 Patent Search & Technology Landscaping (PSTL)
GTU is consistently making efforts to ensure that every single project of students, faculty and
researcher at university becomes more original and relevant to the users. To reduce the possibility
of reinventing wheel and to increase the originality quotient of the projects, university has
procured paid patent database “PatSeer”.
Paid database are specialized databases exclusively meant for prior-art searches and technology
landscaping. This paid database helps to examine current scenario of the student’s project and its
technical lacunas and how the best path can be found for future innovative project development.
About Patent Landscaping:
Patent Landscaping starts with a state-of-the-art search for the relevant technology in selected
patent databases. The search results are then analysed to answer specific questions about, for
example, patterns of patenting activity (who’s doing what? what is the filed? where?) or patterns
of innovation (innovation trends, diverse solutions for a technical problem, collaborations). The
results are presented visually to assist understanding, as well as conclusions or recommendations
based on the empirical evidence provided.
Patent landscape reports provide a snap-shot of the patent situation of a specific technology,
either within a given country or region, or globally.
Objective for conducting similar programme:
By attending this workshop, faculty can get




Better understanding about the advanced techniques of patent searching
Technology landscaping and trend analysis
Easily identify newer potential areas of research
Help in design of novel and innovative projects for students

By attending this workshop, faculties can guide their students on importance of prior art searching
using open and paid databases. The training material will be shared with all faculty members so
that they can take similar sessions for all their current final year students after going back to their
colleges.
Programme circular is available at:
http://www.gtu.ac.in/circulars/15June/22062015_12.pdf
http://www.gtu.ac.in/circulars/15Jul/04072015_01.pdf
Report about the programme is available at:
http://www.gtu.ac.in/circulars/15Jul/01072015_12.pdf
Further for improving the project quality at GTU we have analysed the earlier year project data
and patenting trends with respect to specific branch of technology. For this we have used free as
well the paid patent databases and organised a one day hackathon on design & framework on final
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year project area analysis & comparison in mechanical engineering. Via this session university has
taken a step forward in the area of patent landscaping.
Programme circular for this is available at: http://gtu.ac.in/circulars/15June/24062015_12.pdf
GTU provides free access to paid patent database (PatSeer) access to students and faculty on
request basis. The manual for requesting such access is also available at:
gtuipr.gtu.ac.in/PDF/Patseer%20Password%20Request%20procedure.ppsx

List of workshops on Patent Search & Technology Landscaping (PSTL) and number of
participating students and faculty.

Sr. No.

Theme

Venue

Date

No. of
Participants

1

FDP on Patent Search and
technology landscaping

GTU ACPC Campus

25th June 2015

60

2

FDP on Patent Search and
Technology Landscaping

GTU ACPC Campus

23rdJuly 2015

70
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3.9 Other Programmes & Events related to IPR activities at GTU
[A] GTU Patent Activity videos on YouTube
GTU has recorded video lectures by experts in the areas of
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Overview of IPR
Patent Search Methodology
PSAR and
PDE.

These lectures were telecasted through BISAG facility and the videos are also available on GTU
Innovation Council’s YouTube channel.
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLnNDkCrMqsxmtRZwiflRri38ykvtcqJxn

[B] Workshops with IP fellow/associate students:
GTU Innovation Council has decided to create a team of young and enthusiastic students from all
GTU affiliated colleges to promote and better run various activities of GTU Innovation Council
(GIC) and S4 (Student Start-up Support System). These students will be known as the GIC Fellows
and Associates based on their involvement in to various activities conducted by GIC and S4.
Initially GTU had got responses from more than 480 students who wish to be associated with GIC
and S4 and work in to various diversified areas. Initially GIC had organized two general orientation
sessions of all GIC fellows and associates on 18th & 25th January 2014.
Out of all those students more than 150 applicants from GTU students and alumni, had shown
interest to be an IPR/Patent fellow. For all those students GTU Innovation Council had organizing
“One day capacity building, consultation and orientation session for IPR/Patent Fellow and
Associate applicants of GTU Innovation Council” on 22nd February, 2014. During this event more
than twenty young and enthusiastic IP Fellows from various colleges have participated and actively
debated on various issues to establish the Innovation-IP Club at all colleges and to motivate all
students for innovative projects. All the participants were divided in to four groups and discussed
on “Innovation-IP Club Framework Model” developed by team of GTU Innovation Council. The
same model is also discussed with participants during IPR Fellow & Students training programme
on Basics of IPR, Patent Search, PSAR & PDE on 01st March 2014.
GIC has trained all fellows on basics of IPR, Patent Searching, PSAR & PDE exercise. GIC had also
asked all fellow students to make their IP/Innovation Teams at their respective institutes, of such
students who are innovative and are always eager to do some experiments and to motivate
others. Institute Team should be prepared by selecting at least two students from each branch &
semester of study. Nearly seventy students were participated in this programme from various
colleges.
GTU Intellectual Property Facilitation Center (GTU-IPFC)
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Circular related to GIC fellowship and associate programme:
http://www.gtu.ac.in/circulars/14Jul/21072014.pdf
http://www.gtu.ac.in/circulars/15June/12062015_11.pdf
Orientation programme for GIC Fellows and Associates
http://www.gtu.ac.in/circulars/14March/10032014_01.pdf
A compiled report for both these workshops with IP fellow is available at:
http://www.gtu.ac.in/circulars/14March/25032014_03.pdf

[C] Patent Co-Operation Treaty (PCT) Weekly Journal Analysis Activity
GTU had organized two sessions of Orientation Program for ‘Designing IPR Activities for the
Current Academic Year’ For Engineering students of GTU on 24th July 2014 - Thursday and on 5th
August 2014 - Tuesday. These programmes were organized at S4 Co-creation space, Room No:
126, Gujarat Technological University, Ahmedabad Campus, Admission Committee for Professional
Courses Building, L.D College of Engineering Campus, Navarangpura, Ahmedabad.
http://www.gtu.ac.in/circulars/14Jul/23072014_01.pdf
During these sessions students are invited from GTU affiliated colleges to join as IPR Fellows. PreFinal and Final Year students of all fields/streams who are interested in Intellectual Property Rights
(IPR) and patenting processes are specially invited.
For continuing the IP literacy movement in the new year to newer height, GTU has planned the
orientation program of IP Fellows for ‘Designing IP Activities for the Current Academic Year’. GTU
had invited students from various colleges to join this program and to work as IPR Fellows. GTU
has planned system to analyse latest patents published by WIPO on every week to analyse
technological trends, and to identify best next generation technologies.
The activity is started in offline, one to one mode, but GTU is further planning to support this tasks
via developing online platform for the same. The pathway of offline activity is as below:
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IPR ACTIVITIES FOR NEW ACADEMIC YEAR

Identify best technologies of every week by analysing patents from
Latest Patent Journal released by WIPO PCT

(Publishes every Thursday and comprises 3000-5000 patent applications from across all fields)

All patents are classified in to eight (8) major classes of International Patent Classification (IPC)
System

The four team leaders will help us with respect to:
1. They are immediate contact person for each team members.
2. They will assign task/divide particular number of patents to each team member
3. They have to be in contact/constant follow up/touch with all team members.
4. Compile files from each team member and prepare compiled presentation for
technologies of specific domain.
5. Plan for next week work distribution to all team members.

GTU Intellectual Property Facilitation Center (GTU-IPFC)
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Now our agenda is as following (considering any one college, say LDCE)

GTU Intellectual Property Facilitation Center (GTU-IPFC)
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[D] Legal Saturday
Developing an idea into a business plan is more than just jotting a dream on a paper. Our recent
initiative of Legal Saturday kicked off well with the start-up community and provides legal
assistance to new start-ups and is able to resolve their queries related to legal matters associated
with start-up registration, IP support and related matters.
1st Legal Saturday was planned on 6th June, 2015 (Saturday) @ Chandkheda campus
Report: http://www.gtuinnovationcouncil.ac.in/filer/02072015023443.pdf

[E] Workshop on “Industrial design protection and registration”
Every year GTU students are working on novel and innovative project in which they are designing
novel design of articles. The basic concept of programme was to create awareness on designing
novel Industrial design and to protect them by IP regime. To keeping in mind this one day
workshop on “Industrial design Protection and Registration” was organized on 18 July 20015,
Saturday at Room No. 131, ACPC building, L.D. Engineering campus, Ahmedabad. In this
programme higher number of faculty and students take interest in which more than 60
participants from different colleges across the Gujarat have actively taken part in this event.
This programme was mentored by renowned professors from National Institute of Design,
Ahmedabad. Who are expert in Intellectual Property and Business, Design Management
Introduction, Marketing and Merchandising, and Professional Design Practices.
Circular: http://www.gtuinnovationcouncil.ac.in/filer/01072015011258.pdf
Report: http://files.gtu.ac.in/circulars/15Jul/30072015_01.pdf
List of other seminar and workshops in the area of innovation and IPR organised by GTU and
number of participating students and faculty.

Sr.
No.

Theme

1

Orientation Program for GIC Fellows and
Associates

2

One Day Capacity-Building, Consultation
and Orientation Programme for IPR/Patent
Fellow and Associate applicants of GTU
Innovation Council

GTU Intellectual Property Facilitation Center (GTU-IPFC)

Venue

Date

No. of
Participants

GTU,
Chandkheda

18th & 25th
January,
2014

80

GTU ACPC
Campus

22nd
February
2014

25
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Sr.
No.

Venue

Date

No. of
Participants

3

One day capacity building Programme for
GIC IPR fellows & Students on IPR, Patent
Searching, PSAR & PDE for IPR/Patent
Fellow and Associate applicants &
Students of GTU affiliated colleges

GTU ACPC
Campus

01st March
2014

75

4

Monetization of IP

GTU ACPC
Campus

27th Sept
2014

50

5

Development of Policy Framework for
Innovation, Student Entrepreneurship &
IPR for Universities with a large number of
affiliated Colleges

GTU,
Chandkheda

21st &22nd
November
2014

40

6

1st International Workshop On
“International Patent Filing Procedure”

GTU,
Chandkheda

13th January,
2015

160

7

“Framing of IPR Policy for Affiliating-type
Universities

GTU,
Chandkheda

26th April
2015

45

8

Legal Saturday

GTU,
Chandkheda

6th June,
2015

50

9

Industrial design protection and
registration

GTU ACPC
Campus

18th July
2015

60

10

Workshop on IP Valuation and
Management

GTU,
Chandkheda

12th
December
2015

50

Theme

GTU Intellectual Property Facilitation Center (GTU-IPFC)
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3.10 Commercial Patent Search Database facilities (PatSeer Database)
GTU has created online functionality to access Commercial Patent Search Database PATSEER
remotely. Any faculty or student who would like to use this PATSEER Database for their Novelty
search, Patentability Search or Technology can use same database.
Circular: http://files.gtu.ac.in/circulars/15Aug/06082015_02.pdf
GTU provides free access to paid patent database (PatSeer) access to students and faculty on
request basis. The manual for requesting such access is also available at:
gtuipr.gtu.ac.in/PDF/Patseer%20Password%20Request%20procedure.ppsx

GTU Intellectual Property Facilitation Center (GTU-IPFC)
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4. E-LEARNING STUDY MATERIAL OF IPR DEVELOPED BY GTU
Important web links for patent related material which is developed by GTU

MODULE 1: BASICS OF IPR & PATENTS
Study Material: http://www.gtu.ac.in/circulars/13Aug/Module-1-BasicsofIPR_3rdAug2013.pdf
Video lecture
Part 1 of 3: https://goo.gl/tS1F8m
Part 2 of 3: http://goo.gl/QiV39Z
Part 2 of 3: https://goo.gl/RUDpE9

MODULE 2: PATENT SEARCH METHODOLOGY
Material: http://goo.gl/MBjvKz
Video lecture
Part 1 of 5: http://goo.gl/aJ9pt8
Part 2 of 5: http://goo.gl/mBsXMr
Part 3 of 5: http://goo.gl/tfuE8Y
Part 4 of 5: http://goo.gl/xD3USF
Part 5 of 5: http://goo.gl/2fUdfL

HOW TO GENERATE PATENT SEARCH & ANALYSIS REPROT (PSAR)
Module-3: Preparation of Patent Search and Analysis Report
http://goo.gl/PYSPKH

Video lecture
Part 1 of 5: http://goo.gl/x0qod6
Part 2 of 5: http://goo.gl/BVt0wp
Part 3 of 5: http://goo.gl/Xj2Pcw
Part 4 of 5: http://goo.gl/bVm1ow
Part 5 of 5: http://goo.gl/ffrZ0D
COMPENDIUM OF MODULE-3: INTERPRETATION OF PATENT DOCUMENTS FROM DIFFERENT
DATABASES
http://goo.gl/g4HrAS

GTU Intellectual Property Facilitation Center (GTU-IPFC)
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OVERVIEW OF DRAFTING PROVISIONAL PATENT
Part1 of 4: https://goo.gl/tejTSV
Part 2 of 4: https://goo.gl/38yX1I
Part 3 of 4: https://goo.gl/febj0L
Part 4 of 4: https://goo.gl/Mw2jNX

PATENT DRAFTING EXERCISE
Part1 of 3: https://goo.gl/wNFKue
Part 2 of 3: https://goo.gl/BCA4xC
Part 3 of 3: https://goo.gl/1tS71o

Number of viewers for online videos recorded and uploaded by GTU on the topics of IPR and
Patent are as below:

Sr. No.

Theme

1

Video Lecture on Over view of
IPR

2

Video Lecture on Patent Search
methodology

3

Video Lecture on Patent Search
& Analysis Report Generation

4

Webinar on Global Innovation
Index (GII) Scope & Challenges
for India using Google Hangout

Venue

Date

No. of
Participants

BISAG,
Gandhinagar &
also available on
YouTube
BISAG,
Gandhinagar &
also available on
YouTube
BISAG,
Gandhinagar &
also available on
YouTube

24th July
2013

1120

10th August
2013

650

11th
September
2013

130

Google Hangout

24th
September
2015

20

GTU Intellectual Property Facilitation Center (GTU-IPFC)
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5. LIST OF PATENT FILING SUPPORTED BY GTU

Sr.No.

1

2

Technology Area

Branch

No. of Patent

Mechanical

130

Electrical

56

IT

52

Engineering

Total no. of
Patents

306
EC

44

Automobile

6

others

17

Pharmacognosy/
Pharmaceutics

12

Pharmaceutics

30

Pharmacy

50
Pharmaceutical Chemistry

6

Others

2
Total

356

Total Patent Filled by GTU
50

Engineering
306

GTU Intellectual Property Facilitation Center (GTU-IPFC)

Pharmacy
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Total Patent Fillied in different branch of
Engineering
6

17

44

Mechanical

130

Electrical

52

IT
56

EC

Automobile
others

Total Patent Fillied in different branch of
pharmacy

2

6

12

Pharmacognosy/
Pharmaceutics
Pharmaceutics

30

Pharmaceutical Chemistry
Others

GTU Intellectual Property Facilitation Center (GTU-IPFC)
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6. FEEDBACK FROM GTU STAKEHOLDER
6.1 Feedback from IPR Experts for GTU IPR Mission

Prof. Heinz Goddar
German Patent Attorney,
European Patent and
Trademark Attorney,
Partner of
Boehmert&Boehmert,
Munich, Germany

In early January 2015, namely on January 13, 2015, I have had the
pleasure to participate in the 1st International Workshop on
"International Patent Filing Procedure" held at Gujarat Technological
University, upon invitation and initiative of the GTU IPR cell, by
contributing a presentation on "Strategies to Obtain Patents in Europe
in the advent of the European Union (EU) Unitary Patent System".
During the discussions around my presentations, as well as following
presentations on "Patentability Criteria for Computer related
Inventions in Europe" as well as "Patent Filing Procedures in USPTO", I
have got a deep insight into the remarkable achievements in research
as well as IP management developed and obtained in the frame work
of the overall IPR activities by GTU.
From my viewpoint, GTU has entered a phase in which intellectual
property (IP) and the fences built around it by intellectual property
rights (IPR) have reached world-class level and are used with great
skill of all participants at GTU and beyond in obtaining the highest
possible value from development and commercializing intellectual
property protected concepts.
- Prof. Heinz Goddar
GTU’s IPR mission is today’s need for creating innovation ecosystem
for tapping the fertile knowledge of students in creation and
protection of intellectual property. I would like to congratulate the
team for nurturing the mission of spreading IP awareness.

Dr.Unnat P. Pandit
M.Sc., Ph.D., LLB,

Officer on Special Duty
(OSD),
Minister of Commerce &
Industry,
Government of India
(GoI), New Delhi

The journey began in September 2011 with a seminar series on IPR
and within the span of 4 years over 5000 faculties have joined in this
mission. I am glad to share that due to GTU initiative, many affiliated
colleges and students have started protecting their invention by way
of filling patents.
I convey my warm wishes to GTU team for their dedicated and
comprehensive strategy in augmenting the creation of IP assets
among students and affiliated colleges. I applaud the team to keep on
doing this wonderful mission on rearing students and professionals.
- Dr.Unnat Pandit

GTU Intellectual Property Facilitation Center (GTU-IPFC)
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I have immense pleasure while appreciating the Gujarat Technological
University, which is doing an extra ordinary work in creating
awareness in IPR, under the visionary leadership of Hon’ble Dr.Akshai
Aggarwal, Former Vice Chancellor of the Gujarat Technological
University. I found that this University has conducted so far around 60
workshops within a span of few years, which is really a commendable
and noteworthy feature, which no other body has contributed to this
extent in this field.
S. Chandrasekaran
B.E., LL.B., D.F.M,F.I.V.
Ex-Controller General of
Patents, Designs, Trade Marks
(CGPDTM) & GI.
Former Member (Technical)
Judge, IPAB, Chennai

I am also very happy to be associated with such University having
eminent professors and scholars who are able to guide the students in
this important field. I take this opportunity to congratulate them and
also wish them all the success in their endeavours to promote
awareness about IPR.
- S. Chandrasekaran
I have been associated with GTU IPR mission from 2013 as faculty
/speaker in many of programmes. That GTU has successfully
conducted more than 60 IPR workshops/seminars on different IPR
segments such as basics of IPRs, Patent Drafting, Patent Searching
including Search & Analysis Report Generation and Patents in
Pharmaceuticals & Engineering, covering nearly 7500 students and
faculty members, is indeed praiseworthy. The Concept of virtual
workshops deserves appreciation as it can cover larger audience. Due
to your sincere efforts GTU has achieved a remarkable milestone in
starting PG Diploma in IPR in less than 3 years from the initiation of
IPR mission.

Shri B. P. Singh
Deputy Controllers of
Patents and Designs,
Patent Office at Delhi
New Delhi

I have always tried to propagate the vision of Hon’ble VC, Dr.Akshai
Aggarwal, whose motivation of students and faculty members has
seen avalanche effect in patent filing by GTU. The novel idea of
Hon’ble VC to involve final year students in research oriented project
studies, need to be adopted by other educational Institutions, as well,
to enhance their patent filings.
India having nearly 1.25 billion populations has generated 10,941
patent applications during the year 2013-14 by Indian applicants. It is
indicative that how the efforts of Dr Aggarwal, will be effective in
increased patent fillings in the country, if practiced at various other
educational institutions.
Finally, I wish all success in every missions of GTU towards creation,
propagation, protection and promotion of Intellectual Property
Rights.
- Shri B. P. Singh

GTU Intellectual Property Facilitation Center (GTU-IPFC)
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The main objective of the GTU IPR cells was to build a culture of IPR
by institutionalization of the value of IP within the education system.
Therefore GTU has started faculty development workshops for
professors as they are the real change makers in transforming the
approach and inculcating the innovation driven programs.
Secondly the thrust was improving the quality of projects undertaken
by students so that it would motivate them to study number of
patents before selecting the projects. Number of seminars, workshops
were targeted for prior art searching and research methodology with
Dr.Alpesh Pathak
MSc, PhD, PGDPL
an objective of building a system wherein these study projects can be
Global IP Head,
patentable and it would serve as bridge in attracting industry players
Intas Pharmaceuticals Ltd. and PPP model between the institution and industry.
Ahmedabad,
Gujarat, India
My compliments to Dr. Akshai Aggarwal and his team for creating IP
Ecosystem at such a large level.
-Dr.Alpesh Pathak
The IP Mission is an admirable undertaking by Gujarat Technological
University (GTU), led by the exemplary leadership of Hon’ble
Dr.Akshai Aggarwal. GTU IPR Cell has accomplished monumental
achievements since its establishment in 2011. GTU has conducted
various workshops on a variety of topics from Basics and Advanced
level topic of IPR including Patenting in Pharmaceuticals/Engineering,
to Basics of IPR, Patent Search, Patent Search & Analysis Report
Generation (PSAR) workshops, etc.

Dr.Rajeshkumar Acharya
MSc, PhD, LLB

Patents and Trademarks
Attorney,
Managing Director,
H. K. Acharya & Co.,
Ahmedabad,
Gujarat, India

Such endeavours have helped establish a far reaching awareness
towards people from all walks of life, including but not limited to
students and faculty who attended these workshops and also those
who come in interaction with them. Such awareness has strengthened
the future perception of innovators, and given them enough
confidence that their innovations can not only reap rewards but also
concrete recognition. Necessity is considered as the mother of
invention, and IPR too has fulfilled a necessity of protection; a
protection that has helped innovators commercializes their
innovations without violations to either their profit or the recognition.
I extend my best wishes to GTU for their IPR mission, and all the
endeavours it undertakes in future.
-Dr.Rajeshkumar Acharya

GTU Intellectual Property Facilitation Center (GTU-IPFC)
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I am glad to learn that GTU is publishing summary report of GTU IPR
Mission. I wish to congratulate GTU for taking initiative in creating IPR
awareness among its faculty members and students. I am really
impressed by the design content and methodical execution of various
IPR programs.

Prof. Manish Kumar
Associate Professor
Department of
Production and Industrial
Engineering,
Faculty of Engineering
JNV University, Jodhpur,
Rajasthan

As we know that India is an upcoming knowledge-based economy and
in the competitive market innovation will be the key for the success.
Intellectual assets are becoming the most valuable assets and the
means to protect and enforce them have become increasingly
important. Globalization and the rapid proliferation of technology
have elevated the importance of intellectual property protection.
Thus creating IPR awareness in the society is so very important in the
current scenario.
I wish the entire IPR team all the success for all upcoming programs
and am sure that they will create new milestone in the IPR field under
the visionary leadership of Honb. Dr.AkshaiAggarwal, Former Vice
Chancellor of Gujarat Technological University.
- Dr. Manish Kumar Gupta
More than 70 successful IPR workshops, 350 plus patents filed by
students & faculty, around 3.40 lakh plus Patent Search & Analysis
Reports (PSAR) prepared by more than 1,20,000 students.
All these in a rather short span of about four years (2011-12 to 201415). These are spectacular statistics by any yardstick. It’s even more so
considering that Intellectual Property Rights/Patents was and still
remains a somewhat alien domain.
There is more. As one more pioneering action, GTU launched and
successfully completed the first batch of PG Diploma in IPR/Patents,
the one year distance learning program with unparalleled features of
high level of contact classes and international exposure.

Shri Padmin Buch
B.Pharm,MBA, CMC, PGDPL

IPR domain Expert,
Ahmedabad,
Gujarat, India

Vision and proactive approach of the Former Vice Chancellor
Dr.Akshai Agrawal and the IPR team lead by Dr. Manish Rachchh is
not only observed from above achievements. A few new initiatives in
the IPR field, some of them being path breaking, are already in
pipeline and ready to be launched shortly.
Most significantly, all of these IPR initiatives are highly result
orientated making it meaningful considering the rapidly increasing
strategic importance of IPR & Patents in Business and Academics. I am
privileged and proud to be associated with this extraordinary IPR
mission and drive of GTU almost from very beginning. I wish it all the
very best.
– Shri Padmin Buch

GTU Intellectual Property Facilitation Center (GTU-IPFC)
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I am pleased to associate with the Innovation & IPR activities of
Gujarat Technological University and appreciate their deeper
understanding on prevailing sectors; where Innovations are taking
place & patents are being filed. I also appreciate their broader
understanding on various vital parameters needed for
commercialization of Intellectual Property.
GTU is one of the few technological institutions in the country to
Introduce and formulate Patent Search and Analysis Report (PSAR), as
a compulsory part for all the students of Bachelor of Engineering and
Masters of Pharmacy, whereby over six lakh patents have been
studied by over 1,00,000 students within span of 3 years.

Mr. Anil Pandey
Head of IPR,
CII,
Ahmedabad, Gujarat,
India

Dr. Manish A. Rachchh
Associate Professor &
Head – Center for
Pharmaceutical Studies,
Section Head - Faculty of
Pharmacy,
Program Coordinator PGDIPR & IPVM,
Gujarat Technological
University (GTU)

The current effort of GTU to bring this IPR Mission Booklet, I am sure
will enhance the understanding among not only the students but also
the faculty from various streams, on IPRs and its importance in the
globalized educational curriculum and economy.
I bow to the visionary leadership & initiative of Dr Akshai Aggarwal,
Former Vice Chancellor of GTU towards creating an IP driven
Innovative Society & wish this booklet percolates and gains a greater
acceptance among the students, industry & society.
- Anil Pandey
Under the visionary leadership of Honb. Dr. Akshai K. Aggarwal,
former Vice chancellor, GTU Innovation Council (GIC) had started its
IPR mission for IP literacy for faculty and students since from 3rd
September 2011. Till today GTU had organised more than 75
workshops for faculty and students, based on various themes viz.
“Patenting in Engineering”, “Patenting in Pharmaceuticals”, “Patent
Search Methodology”, “Patent Search and Analysis Report (PSAR)”,
“Patent Clinic”, “Patent Drafting Exercise (PDE)”, “PatenTrack”, “PCT
Patent Journal Analysis Activity”, “Patent Search & Technology
Landscaping (PSTL)” etc.
GTU IPR mission for, which we are working, having set goal to achieve
100% IPR literacy among faculty and students of University. This was a
dream project initially visualized by Dr. Akshai K. Aggarwal and
conceptualized by Shri Hiranmay Mahanta, Honorary Director of GTU
Innovation Council. After my joining at GTU, I get support from my
colleague, Mr. Amit Patel, Assistant Professor (IPR), who has helped
to make all programs ICT enabled. Further, I would like to
acknowledge the support received from Mr. Shailesh Jain, Project
officer (IPR), Ms. Munira Sherasia, RA (IPR) and Ms. Varsha Patel, RA
(IPR) to lead this mission to next level.
- Dr. Manish A. Rachchh
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At Gujarat Technological University, under the guidance of Dr. Akshai
Aggarwal, Former Vice Chancellor GTU, team IPR had started very
unique initiatives to transform the processes of IP awareness among
faculty and students. The very special and unique initiatives comprises
of PSAR activity, PDE activity, Patent Clinic Programmes, PatenTrack
Events, PCT Journal Analysis activity, PGDIPR course, IPVM Course etc.
All these initiatives have been designed and developed by GTU as per
its own need in much customised way, with utilisation of information
technology resources to maximum possible extent so as to reach to
maximum number of stakeholders.

Mr. Amitkumar Patel
Assitant Professor
(IPR/Patent)
Gujarat Technological
University

I am very happy to be a part of team to design and successfully
execute all these initiatives, which played very important and
significant role for creating IP awareness among students and faculty
to such a large extent. The results were quiet encouraging, and
motivates us more for delivering more when we sees the positive
outcomes and receives feedbacks from the stake holders.
We always received the guidance and timely support from all above
listed external mentor and subject experts, during whole of our
journey to achieve great milestones, we’re thankful for all of their
contributions.
I am very thankful to GTU, and our team comprising of Former VC of
GTU Dr. Akshai Aggarwal, Mr. Hiranmay Mahanta, Dr. Manish
Rachchh, Mr. Shailesh Jain, Ms. Munira Sherasia, Ms. Varsha Patel and
other colleagues at GTU Innovation Council for their continuous
support, team work for this challenging and excited journey, and to
push it ahead on every next day.
We are continuously receiving the similar kind of motivation and
support from our present Vice Chancellor Dr. Rajul Gajjar to take this
journey ahead.

GTU Intellectual Property Facilitation Center (GTU-IPFC)
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6.2 Feedback from students and faculty for GTU IPR Mission

Monika Darji,
Assistant Professor - L.J.
Institute of Computer
Applications, Ahmedabad
Mobile 9824008728

Prof. G. N. Khanduja
Assistant Professor
SAL Institute of
Technology and
Engineering Research
(SITER)
Ahmedabad, GUJARAT,
INDIA

GTU's Patent Clinic (PC) program for “Patent Search, Drafting &
Filing” is a great initiative to educate the students and about
Intellectual Property Right (IPR). This allows students and faculty
members who possess novel and innovative ideas to perform
Patent Search and file their respective patent applications with the
help of IPR experts. As the experts provide all the necessary
information, the steep learning curve of this unexplored avenue is
covered with much less efforts and time. They give detailed
explanation about the issues of types of patent applications,
requirements for provisional patent application, explanation for
various patent application forms and fees, patent and/or literature
searching and drafting of provisional patent. Patent searching
through different paid and free online databases were conducted
during this program which helps to understand if our idea is novel
and patentable. Before attending this program, I was unaware of
such avenue and with the support and guidance of GTU IPR team
and industry experts to whom GTU invites in various programmes. I
have filed a provisional and then complete specification for my
project with help of this team. This initiative of Dr.Akshai Aggarwal,
Former Vice Chancellor, under the roof of GTU towards
empowering Gujarat will benefit many students and faculties.
It is matter of proud and pleasure that I was associated as student
of 1st diamond batch for Post Graduate Diploma (off campus)
Course in Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) run by Gujarat
Technological University (GTU), Ahmedabad. GTU has taken many
initiatives under the visionary leadership of Dr.Akshai Aggrwal,
Former VC of University for innovation and research culture for all
stakeholders of University. The innovation and research process is
endless but to protect our innovations and processes is equally
important and such program give adequate knowledge in this area.
We the student of 1st batch of the course were lucky enough as
none of the Technical University was offering such unique
opportunity in the area in such manner and well developed
content by National and international experts .
I would like to thanks GTU IPR Team for their continuous wonderful
efforts and support during the classes and case study based
learning. The team really brought astonishing personalities, our
mentors/tutors of the program who informed regarding all the
concern area of the program adequately with all sort of practical
examples.

GTU Intellectual Property Facilitation Center (GTU-IPFC)
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Gaurav D. Joshi
GTU Student

Merchant Hardik
GTU Student

Nandan Shah
GTU Student

Kinjal Patel
GTU Student

It's my immense pleasure that I studied in Gujarat Technological
University which took this sole initiative to bring forward the laurels
of its students. GTU is continuously doing seminars and workshops
related to patents, design and trademark in order to bring
awareness among the students. I believe its utmost necessary in
current world of legal rights. Not only they are just creating
workshops but they are assisting even on calls and e-mails. This
shows their determination to plant the seeds of creating innovation
among the students and then file the same as patent, design,
trademark and copyright. For this grand success, I am thankful
to university for providing such platform.
It was really a very helpful series of seminar for me and other
participants. Before those seminars, I was totally unaware about
the patent system and its rules. After attending these seminars, I
get the confidence that I can apply for patent without any help of
professional patent agents under their guidance. Now I have
completed the filing of provisional patent for my project by myself
and preparing for complete patent under the guideline of GTU
team. I am very thankful to GTU and its team for giving me the
valuable guidelines and information of whole patent system and
also thankful for organising such valuable seminars.
I am studying in final year of computer engineering. I have filled five
patents. Actually I don't know anything about how to file a patent?
But after attending the GIC patent workshops, I was able to file a
patent. Actually GIC is doing such an awesome thing. They are
teaching students how to go for patent filling from zero level. And
how you can file a patent without any patent lawyer. They are
teaching patent writing and everything. And even they are also
verifying our documents for free of cost. And the best part is they
are not mentioning their name anywhere. Salute to the effort of
GTU IPR Team. They are 24 X 7 helper. Thank you for every help. I
must say after attending 2 workshops I have also become a patent
expert.
I am very fortunate to be a part of GTU family and GTU IPR mission
as a student of PGDIPR course. GTU has started a large number of
beautiful and transforming initiatives in the areas of IPR awareness
and promotions. These initiatives are playing important catalytic
role for promoting innovations and set up of start-up culture at our
university. Via the initiatives of GTU IPR cell the knowledge of all
faculty and students about the patenting has been raised to a
significant high level. Thanking and appreciating the efforts of GTU
IPR team.
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7. PHOTOS AT A GLANCE
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8. CONTACT US
Dr. Manish A. Rachchh
Associate Professor & Head,
Program Coordinator, GTU-IPFC
Center of Pharmaceutical Studies, GTU
E-mail: manish.rachchh@gtu.edu.in
Mob: 9909961894

Mr. Amit Patel

Ms. Varsha Patel

Assistant Professor (IPR), GTU
E-mail: ipr_projectofficer@gtu.edu.in
Mob: 9898801467

Research Assistant (IPR), GTU
E-mail: ra_ipr@gtu.edu.in
Tel: (079) 23267537

GUJARAT TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY
Chandkheda Campus, Nr. Visat Cross Road,
Nr. Vishwakarma Gov. Engineering College Campus,
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GTU IPR course Website: www.gtuipr.gtu.ac.in
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